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Background: Psychosis-like experiences (PEs) are common in patients with non-psychotic disorders.
Several factors predict reporting of PEs in mood disorders, including mood-associated cognitive biases,
anxiety and features of borderline personality disorder (BPD). Childhood traumatic experiences (CEs),
often reported by patients with BPD, are an important risk factor for mental disorders. We hypothesized
that features of BPD may mediate the relationship between CEs and PEs. In this study, we investigated the
relationships between self-reported PEs, CEs and features of BPD in patients with mood disorders.
Methods: As part of the Helsinki University Psychiatric Consortium study, McLean Screening Instrument
(MSI), Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE-42) and Trauma and Distress Scale (TADS)
were ﬁlled in by patients with mood disorders (n = 282) in psychiatric care. Correlation coefﬁcients
between total scores of scales and their dimensions were estimated, multiple regression and mediation
analyses were conducted.
Results: Total scores of MSI correlated strongly with scores of the CAPE-42 dimension “frequency of
positive symptoms” (rho = 0.56; p  0.001) and moderately with scores of TADS (rho = 0.4; p  0.001).
Total score of MSI and its dimension “cognitive symptoms”, including identity disturbance,
distrustfulness and dissociative symptoms, fully mediated the relation between TADS and CAPE-42.
Each cognitive symptom showed a partial mediating role (dissociative symptoms 43% (CI = 25–74%);
identity disturbance 40% (CI = 30-73%); distrustfulness 18% (CI = 12-50%)).
Conclusions: Self-reported cognitive-perceptual symptoms of BPD fully mediate, while affective,
behavioural and interpersonal symptoms only partially mediate the relationships between CEs and PEs.
Recognition of co-morbid features of BPD in patients with mood disorders reporting PEs is essential.
© 2017 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Psychosis-like experiences (PEs) are common both in the
general population [1,2] and in patients with non-psychotic mental
disorders [3–8]. Individuals with mood and anxiety disorders tend
to report PEs more often than healthy individuals [9]. Numerous
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studies have indicated that presence of PEs in non-psychotic
disorders, such as mood and anxiety disorders, is associated with
higher risk of suicidal thoughts and suicidal behaviour [10],
psychological distress, higher co-morbidity and worse treatment
outcomes [11–13]. Moreover, subthreshold PEs are more prevalent
than full-blown psychotic symptoms [14,15].
We recently demonstrated that PEs are highly prevalent in
patients with unipolar depression and bipolar disorder treated in
psychiatric care [16]. Several factors tend to predict reporting of
PEs such as mood symptoms, anxiety symptoms and self-reported
features of co-morbid personality disorders, including borderline
personality disorder (BPD).
Features of BPD are common in patients with mood disorders
[17–19], and they are clinically relevant even if self-reported [20].
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Besides the well-known categorical co-morbidity [21] between
BPD and mood disorders, there is also marked dimensional overlap
between these conditions [22–25]. Transient, stress-related
paranoid ideation or severe dissociative symptoms are among
the diagnostic criteria of BPD [26]. These symptoms of BPD in
patients with mood disorder are likely associated with higher
psychological distress, functional impairments and worse treatment outcome [20,27,28]. Moreover, simultaneous BPD features in
patients with ultra-high risk (UHR) for psychosis were associated
with a wider range of reported PEs than in UHR patients without
BPD features [29]. However, whether concurrent BPD is associated
with higher risk for development of psychosis remains uncertain
[30]. Partially overlapping neurobiological mechanisms of psychosis and BPD probably underlie phenomenological similarities
between BPD and psychosis [31].
Childhood traumatic experiences (CEs) are an aetiological
factor contributing to development of several mental disorders,
including mood disorders, psychosis and BPD [32–40]. Both
patients with BPD and UHR report CEs often, and especially sexual
abuse was suggested to contribute to development of psychosis
[41] and BPD [42,43]. Our previous study revealed a high
prevalence of self-reported CEs in patients with mood disorders
[17]. Subjects with a history of CEs, especially sexual abuse, tend to
report a higher level of both dissociative [44,45] and psychotic
symptoms [46,47]. However, the causality and exact mechanisms
linking CEs and various psychiatric disorders remain to be
elucidated [38,48,49]. Some authors have even postulated that
dissociative symptoms might be a mediator between CEs and
psychotic symptoms [50–54]. Other authors have found no
mediational role of dissociative or affective symptoms in the
relationship between CEs and transition to psychosis in UHS
patients [55].
The majority of studies investigating relationships between CEs
and PEs have been conducted in non-clinical populations, UHR
patients or patients with psychosis. However, clinically relevant
PEs are present also in patients with mood disorders. Some authors
propose that PEs reﬂect the continuum of psychosis [56] or may be
associated with concurrent personality pathology [16]. Given that
BPD and PEs probably share similar aetiological factors in the form
of CEs, we hypothesized that features of BPD in patients with mood
disorders may mediate the relationship between CEs and selfreported PEs. Thus, we aimed to a) examine whether features of
co-morbid BPD mediate the relation between CEs and PEs; b)
deﬁne speciﬁc symptoms of BPD correlated with PEs; and c)
examine the mediational role of speciﬁc symptom clusters of BPD
in relationships between CEs and PEs in patients with mood
disorders.
2. Methods
The methodology of the HUPC study has been reported in detail
elsewhere [57,58].
2.1. Helsinki university psychiatric consortium (HUPC)
This investigation is part of the HUPC study. The study protocol
was approved by the Ethics Committee of Helsinki University
Central Hospital on 28 August 2010.
2.2. Setting
The study was conducted between 12.1.2011 and 20.12.2012 in
10 community mental health centres, three psychiatric inpatient
units and one day-hospital, all offering specialized secondary
public mental health services in the metropolitan area of Helsinki.

2.3. Sampling
Inclusion criteria were patients’ age 18 years and provision of
informed consent. Patients with mental retardation, neurodegenerative disorders and insufﬁcient Finnish language skills were
excluded. Stratiﬁed patient sampling selection was performed
[58]. Of the 902 eligible patients with mood, neurotic or
personality disorders, 372 refused to participate and 216 were
lost for other reasons. In addition, 31 patients with other lifetime
diagnoses were excluded.
2.4. Clinical diagnoses
The validity of the clinical diagnoses assigned by the attending
physicians was critically evaluated by the authors by re-examining
all available information from patient records. The validated
clinical diagnoses were based on the ICD-10-DCR [59]. Lifetime
principal diagnosis was assigned.
2.5. Description of patients
Altogether 282 patients participated in the study. Their mean
age was 42.2  13.1 years, and 209 (74.1%) were female. There were
183 patients with unipolar depression (UD, F32-F33) (mean age
41.4  13.3 years) and 99 with bipolar disorder (BD, F31) (mean age
43.7  12.7 years). Seventeen patients with BP had co-morbid BPD;
among patients with UD, 39 had co-morbid BPD. In terms of age
and gender, sample distribution did not differ from patients with
the same diagnoses treated in 2011 and 2012 in psychiatric care
organizations.
2.6. Trauma and distress scale (TADS)
TADS is a self-report questionnaire that measures childhood
trauma and distress experiences through 43 items [60]. The TADS
items measure symptoms in ﬁve main domains: emotional abuse,
physical abuse, sexual abuse, emotional neglect and physical
neglect. Each item is rated on a four-point Likert scale from 1 to 4.
TADS has been validated in Finland [61].
2.7. McLean screening instrument (MSI)
The MSI is a ten-item questionnaire designed according to
DSM-IV diagnostic criteria to screen for BPD [62]. It has been
translated into Finnish and validated in Finland [63]. Each item
requires a “yes/no” response. Each positive item indicates the
presence of BPD symptoms. We have allocated the items of MSI
into four groups: “cognitive symptoms” (including items
“identity disturbance”, “distrustfulness” and “dissociative symptoms”), “behavioural symptoms” (i.e. “impulsivity” and “suicidal
behaviour”), “affective symptoms” (i.e. “mood instability”,
“increased anger” and “feeling of emptiness”) and “interpersonal
symptoms” (i.e. “troubled relationships” and “fear of abandonment”) [64].
2.8. Community assessment of psychic experiences (CAPE-42)
The CAPE-42 is a self-reported questionnaire that measures
lifetime psychotic experiences by using 42 items. The items
measure symptoms in three main domains: positive symptoms
(20 items), negative symptoms (14 items) and depression
symptoms (8 items). Each item is rated on a four-point Likert
scale from 1 to 4 for both symptom frequency and the degree of
distress experienced due to the symptom.
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2.9. Statistical analysis
The correlation analysis was executed between scales’ total
scores and their dimensions. As the total scores of the MSI
correlated strongly with a dimension “frequency of positive
symptoms” of the CAPE-42, we conducted a principal components
analysis, employing a Varimax orthogonal rotation with a forced
two-component solution in order to examine distribution of the
items between two scales. The majority of the MSI and CAPE42 items predictably loaded on their respective components,
indicating that despite a partial overlap between the scales, a
greater part of their items are non-overlapping (data available
upon request). Hierarchical multiple regression analysis (HMRA)
was conducted to assess factors predicting reporting of PEs. To
account for the possible effect of age and sex on the reporting of
PEs, model 1 included these variables. Due to moderate
correlations between the scores of TADS and MSI, they were
placed in different models model 2 (age, sex, TADS) and model 3
(MSI). In addition, the separate items of the MSI were included in
model 3 of another HMRA to examine items of MSI predicting selfreported PEs. Mediation analysis was conducted using the bootstrapping method with bias-corrected conﬁdence estimates [65].
The independent variable was TADS, the dependent variable was
the dimension “frequency of positive symptoms” score of CAPE42 and the mediator variable was MSI. Three separate mediation
analyses were performed with different mediators: the total score
of MSI; the dimensions of MSI; and the item “dissociative
symptoms” of the MSI. The 95% conﬁdence interval of the indirect
effects was obtained with 5000 bootstrap resamples [66]. The
analyses were performed by using SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2013).
3. Results
Total scores of the CAPE-42 “frequency of positive symptoms”
scale, TADS and MSI are shown in previous reports [17,67].
3.1. Correlation analyses
a.) The total scores of TADS correlated moderately with both total
scores of MSI (rho = 0.4; p  0.001) and the “frequency of positive
symptoms” scale of CAPE-42 (rho = 0.29; p  0.001). The total
scores of MSI and the “frequency of positive symptoms” scale of
CAPE-42 were strongly correlated (rho = 0.56; p  0.001).
Speciﬁcally, a strong correlation emerged between the MSI
dimension “cognitive symptoms” and CAPE-42 “positive
symptoms”; a moderate correlation between MSI “affective
symptoms” and “behavioural symptoms” and CAPE-42 “positive
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symptoms”; and a weak correlation between MSI “interpersonal
symptoms” and CAPE-42 “positive symptoms” (see Fig. 1).
b.) The speciﬁc items of MSI, such as “dissociative symptoms”,
“distrustfulness” and “identity disturbance”, correlated
moderately with the total score of “frequency of positive
symptoms” of CAPE-42 (rpb = 0.50; 0.40; and 0.42, respectively;
p  0.01) (see Fig. 2).
c.) All dimensions of TADS correlated moderately with the total
score of MSI and the CAPE-42 dimension “frequency of positive
symptoms” (rs varied between 0.202 and 0.375; p  0.01) (see
Table 1).

3.2. HMRA predicting frequency of psychosis-like experiences from
TADS and MSI
In Step 1 (variables of age and sex) (R2 = 0.061, F (2, 248) = 8.0,
p < 0.001), only age had signiﬁcant weight. The addition of TADS
(Step 2) led to a signiﬁcant increase in R2 by 0.07, F (1, 247) = 11.9,
p < 0.001, with signiﬁcant weights for age and TADS. The addition
of MSI (Step 3) led to a signiﬁcant increase in R2 by 0.173,
F (1, 246) = 26.3, p < 0.001, with signiﬁcant weight only for MSI
(b values not shown, data available on request). The variance
inﬂation factors (VIF) varied between 1.00 and 1.35.
3.3. HMRA predicting frequency of psychosis-like experiences from
items of MSI
Step 1 and step 2 were similar to the previously presented
HMRA. In step 3, only items “dissociative symptoms”, “distrustfulness” and “identity disturbance” had signiﬁcant weights (b = 0.3,
p < 0.001; b = 0.12, p < 0.05; b = 0.13, p < 0.05, respectively) (see
Table 2). The VIF varied between 1.00 and 1.41.
3.4. Mediation analysis
3.4.1. Mediating role of MSI total scores
The indirect effect of TADS on positive symptoms (CAPE-42)
through MSI was signiﬁcant (B = 0.11; t (251) = 4.3; CI = 0.05 to
0.11). However, the direct effect of TADS on CAPE-42 became
insigniﬁcant (B = 0.03; t (251) = 1.2; p = 0.25) when controlling for
MSI, thus indicating a full mediation (see Fig. 3).
3.4.2. Mediation analysis of MSI dimensions
A mediating role of the four MSI dimensions was speciﬁed. The
dimension “cognitive symptoms” provided a full mediation on the
relationship between TADS and CAPE-42. The dimensions

Fig. 1. Spearman’s correlation analysis between the dimensions of MSI and the “frequency of positive symptoms” scale of CAPE-42 (n = 251). MSI – McLean Screening
Instrument; CAPE-42–Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences. *p  0.01.
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Fig. 2. Point-biserial correlations rpb between items of MSI and total score of the “frequency of the positive symptoms” scale of CAPE-42 (n = 251).

Table 1
Spearman’s correlation analysis between the dimensions of TADS, MSI total score
and the frequency of positive symptoms scale of CAPE-42 (n = 251).
TADS dimensions

MSI total score

Emotional abuse
Physical abuse
Sexual abuse
Emotional neglect
Physical neglect

0.375*
0.309*
0.272*
0.345*
0.343*

CAPE-42; frequency of positive symptoms
0.289*
0.257*
0.226*
0.202*
0.254*

MSI – McLean Screening Instrument; TADS – Trauma and Distress Scale; CAPE-42–
Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences.
*
p  0.01.

“affective symptoms”, “behavioural symptoms” and “interpersonal
symptoms” demonstrated a partial mediation on the relationship
between TADS and CAPE-42 (40% CI 29–75%; 10% CI 8–37%; 8% CI
6–38%, respectively) (see Supplementary Figs. 1–4).

of self-reported features of BPD in the relationship between CEs
and PEs in patients with unipolar depression and bipolar disorder.
In other words, in patients with mood disorders the association
between self-reported CEs and PEs is completely attributed to selfreported symptoms of BPD. Features reﬂecting cognitive
symptoms of patients with BPD (i.e. “dissociative symptoms”,
“distrustfulness” and “identity disturbance”) mediated fully the
relationship between CEs and PEs, whereas symptoms of affective
and behavioral dysregulation as well as interpersonal symptoms of
BPD only partially mediated this relationship.
Table 2
Hierarchical multiple regression analysis in predicting frequency of the positive
symptoms scale of CAPE-42 from age, sex, TADS, and the items of MSI in patients
with mood disorders (n = 251).
Step 1
Variable

3.4.3. Mediation analysis of speciﬁc MSI items “dissociative
symptoms”, “distrustfulness” and “identity disturbance”
The indirect effect of TADS on the “frequency of positive
symptoms” of the CAPE-42 separately through the distinct MSI
items “dissociative symptoms”, “distrustfulness” and “identity
disturbance” was signiﬁcant. Thus, 43% (CI = 25–74%) of the
association between TADS and the “frequency of positive
symptoms” of the CAPE-42 was mediated by MSI “dissociative
symptoms”, 40% (CI = 30–73%) by “identity disturbance” and 18%
(CI = 12-50%) by “distrustfulness” (See Supplementary Figs. 5 –7).
4. Discussion
Problematic boundaries between BPD, particularly its dissociative and transient paranoid symptoms, and psychosis have long
been a topic of extensive debates [51–56]. Both disorders partially
share phenomenological features as well as an aetiological factor
(childhood traumatic experiences (CEs)). However, the relationships between CEs, features of BPD and self-reported PEs in
patients with mood disorders have not been investigated. Our
study ﬁlled this gap by demonstrating a complete mediational role

Constant
Age
Sex
TADS
Troubled relationships
Suicidal behaviour
Impulsivity
Mood instability
Increased anger
Distrustfulness
Dissociative symptoms
Feeling of emptiness
Identity disturbance
Fear of abandonment
R2

DR2
F

DF

b

B

35.2**
0.14**
0.25**
0.58
0.04

0.061
0.061
8.0**
8.0**

Step 3

Step 3

B

B

b

33.3**
0.13**
0.24**
1.24
0.8
0.10**
0.26**

25.7**
0.04
0.79
1.00
0.65
0.039
0.09
1.3
0.08
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.27
2.0
0.14
1.3
0.95
1.9*
0.13*
4.2**
0.3**
0.15
0.01
1.8*
0.13*
1.8
0.13

0.127
0.066
11.9**
18.6**

0.39
0.25
11.1**
9.6**

Step 1 (age, sex); Step 2 (age, sex, TADS); Step 3 (age, sex, TADS, items of MSI);
B
unstandardized coefﬁcients; b
standardized coefﬁcients; MSI
McLean
Screening Instrument; TADS
Trauma and Distress Scale; CAPE-42–Community
Assessment of Psychic Experiences.
*
p < 0.05.
**
p < 0.001.
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Fig. 3. Mediation analysis with 5000 bootstrapping resample between TADS, MSI and the “frequency of positive symptoms scale” of CAPE-42. Numbers indicate regression
coefﬁcients (B). MSI – McLean Screening Instrument; CAPE-42–Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences; TADS Trauma and Distress Scale.
*p  0.001.
1
indicates the direct effect of TADS on the “frequency of the positive symptoms scale” when controlling for MSI.
2
indicates the total effect of TADS on the “frequency of the positive symptoms scale”.

In addition, our study deﬁned a mediational role of speciﬁc selfreported features of BPD: 43% of the relation between self-reported
CEs and PEs was mediated by self-reported dissociative symptoms
of BPD, 40% by self-reported identity disturbance and 18% by selfreported distrustfulness. Another major ﬁnding of the study is, as
expected, a moderate correlation between the self-reported
features of BPD “dissociative symptoms”, “identity disturbance”
and “distrustfulness” with the frequency of self-reported PEs in
patients with mood disorders. Moreover, these self-reported
features of BPD independently predicted the self-reported PEs in
patients with mood disorders.
The strengths and limitations of the HUPC study have been
discussed in detail elsewhere [17,58], but are brieﬂy outlined
below. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study providing
a detailed analysis of the associations between self-reported
features of BPD, CEs and psychosis-like experiences in mood
disorder patients. The investigation was undertaken with a
relatively large and representative sample of mood disorder
patients recruited from specialized psychiatric care, and extensive
data of self-reported symptoms and experiences was collected.
Moreover, we examined a comprehensive set of self-reported data
of CEs, an important factor in the aetiology of mood disorders,
psychosis and BPD [32–40].
Some limitations of the study should be mentioned. First, the
response rate was only 43%. However, an analysis of representativeness indicated no signiﬁcant differences in terms of age or sex
between our cohort and the whole patient population within
specialized psychiatric care of the catchment area (data not
shown). Furthermore, in terms of demographic characteristics our
cohort did not differ from screening-based representative cohorts
from the same area [68,69]. Second, the clinical diagnoses were not
veriﬁed with structured clinical diagnostic interviews. However, all
patients had been diagnosed with mood disorders in specialized
psychiatric settings, and all available information was re-evaluated
by the authors. Third, the results of our study are based on selfreport scales. Numerous studies have shown that patients with
mood disorders often demonstrate impairments in social cognition
[70], autobiographical memory disruptions [71] and distortions in
self-reﬂections [72]. Moreover, dissociative symptoms per se
[73,74] may affect a patient’s ability to recall events in childhood.
Fourth, it is important to note that the CAPE measures frequency of
occurrence of PEs over the lifetime, not frequency or severity of PE
symptoms during a distinct illness episode (psychotic mania or
psychotic depression). Fifth, we assumed a causal relationship
between self-reported CEs and PEs, to be tested in mediational
analysis. However, a cross-sectional study does not allow
determination of causality of these relationships, although a

retrospectively assessed temporal sequence of exposures and
outcomes is theoretically plausible. Sixth, we have not considered
the potential impact of mood state on reporting of BPD features.
Seventh, as shown in our previous studies [16,17,19,57], there is a
phenomenological overlap between self-reported features of BPD
and symptoms of mania, hypomania, depression and schizotypal
personality disorder (SPD). A comprehensive clinical interview is
needed to distinguish these mental disorders. Finally, a strong
correlation between self-reported dissociative symptoms and
frequency of psychosis-like symptoms may affect the results of
the regression and mediation analyses to some extent. However, no
multicollinearity problems was indicated.
The term “borderline” was initially introduced to emphasize the
idea that patients with this pathology are “on the border” of
psychosis [75,76]. However, more recent neurobiological and
genetic studies have pointed to stronger associations of BPD with
mood disorders than with psychotic disorders [77]. A high
prevalence of PEs and dissociative symptoms reported by patients
with BPD has been established [75,78–81,86]. Moreover, the more
severe presentation of BPD, the more likely patients report PEs
[82]. In line with this, our study has shown a moderate correlation
between self-reported features of BPD and frequency of selfreported PEs. Such self-reported features of BPD as “dissociative
symptoms”, “distrustfulness” and “identity disturbance” correlated stronger than others with the self-reported PEs, and independently predict PEs. Thus, the more often mood disorder patients
report “dissociative symptoms”, “distrustfulness” and “identity
disturbance”, the more likely they are also to report PEs.
The DSM-5 [26] emphasizes that PEs and dissociative
symptoms in patients with BPD are transient, occurring for brief
periods in situations related to affective shifts associated with the
fear of abandonment and interpersonal disputes. It is important to
note that both of the self-report questionnaires, MSI for BPD and
CAPE-42 for PEs, include questions regarding lifetime symptoms.
Consequently, it is impossible to know whether the PEs occurred
only during psychotic mood episodes or during speciﬁc stressful
situations or whether these self-reported PEs are associated with
BPD, SPD or both.
Patients with a variety of mental disorders often report CEs
[32–43]. In our previous study [17], patients with mood disorders
reported CEs more often than non-psychiatric individuals investigated in an earlier study [61]. In addition, the mean score of the
“sexual abuse” dimension of TADS was higher in patients with
mood disorders than in individuals from the general population,
but the same as in patients with clinical high risk for psychosis
[83]. Congruent with this ﬁnding, we have shown a moderate
correlation between all dimensions of TADS and self-reported PEs.
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However, not all patients exposed to CEs later develop BPD, and not
all patients with BPD report CEs [48]. The same is true for psychosis
[49].
We previously demonstrated that insecure attachment style
mediated the relation between CEs and features of BPD in patients
with mood disorders. Interestingly, other studies have shown a
mediating role of insecure attachment style in the relationship
between CEs and paranoia [52,84] and of dissociative symptoms in
the relationship between CEs and auditory verbal hallucinations
[52,85]. Our study demonstrated that self-reported features of
BPD, speciﬁcally those reﬂecting cognitive-perceptual distortions
of BPD, fully mediated the relation between self-reported CEs and
PEs in patients with mood disorders. Thus, the pathway between
self-reported CEs and PEs in patients with mood disorders
probably consists of, ﬁrstly, insecure attachment style and,
secondly, self-reported BPD features. Therefore, a diagnosis of
co-morbid BPD features is essential for clinically interpreting selfreported PEs in patients with mood disorders with a history of
childhood adversities.

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

5. Conclusion
Recognition of co-morbid features of BPD in patients with mood
disorders reporting PEs is essential. Self-reported features reﬂecting cognitive-perceptual distortions of patients with BPD, namely
“dissociative symptoms”, “identity disturbance” and “distrustfulness”, moderately correlate and independently predict selfreported PEs in patients with mood disorders. The self-reported
cognitive-perceptual symptoms of BPD fully mediated the relation
between self-reported CEs and PEs, whereas affective, behavioural
and interpersonal symptoms showed only a partial mediational
effect. More speciﬁcally, 43% of the relation between self-reported
CEs and PEs was mediated by self-reported dissociative symptoms,
40% by self-reported identity disturbance and 18% by self-reported
distrustfulness. Thus, the mediational role of cognitive-perceptual
symptoms of BPD is central.

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]

Appendix A. Supplementary data
[23]

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.12.005.

[24]
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